MONSTER MASS MEETING FRIDAY

Coach Hawley Pleas for More Material—Every Member of Club Pledges to Exert Every Effort—After More Material for Football Squad.

The next meeting of the club will be held Tuesday evening, at the same time and place.

HAWKEYE CLUB NOW OUT FOR BUSINESS

Undiscouraged by Misfortune Hopes Are Built Up
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COSMOPOILITAN CLUB HOLDS HIGH IDEALS

"ABOVE ALL SATIATIONS IN HUMANITY IS MOTTO—IOWA CLUB IS PROSPERING"
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Mackinaws and Sweater Coats

We Are Exclusive Agents
For The Famous
Webber Knit Sweater Coats

Hats For All
In the Newest Blocks and Materials
Out This Season
Large Assortment of "HEIDCAPS"

SLAVATA & EPPEL
IOWA CITY'S NEW CLOTHING

FAKES HUMORS

Silent and women, do not be misled. It is a rumor that the business-minded reader believes a false report but it is a different problem when we, as students, try to throw that selfsame impression. This is in large measure what is the matter with some at present, there are too many who believe a false rumor. In yesterday's Iowa, it was announced that four of our veterans on the football field had been injured. That was not a false report but a play of facts. Stated on the field our support moves more now than they have any other this year. With few of us are standing outside of the game and no possible chance for some of them to refer the men's idea in head of a silent support is possible. There are schools where such an accident would be followed by at least a half a dozen new men on the field next night. Every student should make it his business to see that his university business college will rent him a typewriter.

J. S. EMERSON

Business Manager
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 эффект
SPORTING DOPE

GLEAN OF HOPE IS SHINING FOR IOWA

MISSORTNCE OF MONDAY PUTS BUM IN TRIM MADE GOOD SHOWING YESTERDAY

Only Two Veterans in Line—Capt. Hasson Still Conferred to Honor—Hold Secret Practice Preparing for Grant Next Saturday.

The usual Saturday afternoon practice was made particularly gay by the presence of two veterans in the line. Captain Hasson and Rittermeier were practicing at Grant field yesterday afternoon and gave the freshmen one of the best budgeting of the year, the daily assignment on Iowa field. savory seasoned machine in well, which and succeeded in gaining consistently against the best opposition the yearling usual tenacious.

Hasson was at center, where he played a strong game. The new center, Burt, has taken, in the position well, and has every reason to expect of the fact that he worked, at the place less than a week. Clinton and L. Brueckner played the guard in place of the injured regulars.

Captain Hasson and Rittermeier, L. Brueckner, and one of the two regular players in the line, holding right tackle. Trickey was out, and Schneider played his last name of the year at left tackle. Backett was the other veteran, playing left end, while Carberry was in Von Lackum’s place on the other wing. Von Lackum was not able to put on a uniform, but will be ready for work by the end of the week. Meanwhile, Carberry is playing a gilt-edged game. The secretaries last evening was featured by his work in receiving forward passes, in which he is probably the clearest man on the squad.

Carry ran the team at quarter in signal practice, but gave way to Melor when the rough work started. Doh was replaced by Brown at the time also, but Parmons and Dick remained at their places, and both put away for good gains. Dick in passing, however, made a few of the freshmen line consistently.

Practice was secret again, Jimmy running the pass around with a hand signal. Some development is being made in the new play, occasionally, and these must be hidden from the local Cornells who may stray this way.

Three new freshmen appeared for practice last evening. These were Hailer, the 260 pound center, who formerly starred for the Cedar Rapids high school team; Shubert, and first men, who will weight between 210 and 170 pounds, and who have had some experience.

Some reports from the hospital squad yesterday were better, and some worse. It is rounding into shape rapidly, and may be able to take part in the Cornell game, although Hailer will probably not play. Trickey was also improved, and will be cut aga in with a work, possibly in time to play on Saturday.

Von Lackum is bruised more than was thought yesterday, but is not out for long.

On the other hand, Captain Hasson is in worse shape than was thought and will not even be allowed to leave the house for several days. His shoulder pains him badly all day, and the big helper will be lose if it is able to take any part in the Chi

BROWN’S SMOKE HOUSE

Have You Heard About It?

THE IOWA CITY
$2.50 Sample Shoe Parlor

Upstairs over College Inn Candy Kitchen
119 East Washington Street

A full line of Men’s and Wo- men’s $3.50, $4.00 and $5 shoes in All Styles and leather for..... $2.50

Small expense and low rent gives you the ben- fit—Climb the stairs and save Dollars—It Pays

IOWA CITY
$2.50 SAMPLE SHOE PARLOR
Try a Drink at
Whetstone's

ChicagO Wines
Served in ChicagO Style

MRS. MERRICK, formerly Mrs. Nettie
Hoyt, of Lake City, is visiting in the
city for a few days.

Miss Louise Mansfield and Miss
Elmer Deluere have returned to Iowa
City after an extended visit.

Mrs. Morris, formerly Mrs. Nettie
Hoyt, of Lake City, is visiting in the
city for a few days.

Miss Louise Mansfield and Miss
Elmer Deluere have returned to Iowa
City after an extended visit.

Miss Davis and Miss Ellen Deluere have returned to Iowa
City after an extended visit.

The Political Science Club held a
meeting Monday evening at the home of
J. W. B. 227 S. Dubuque St. Professor
Peeler read a paper entitled "Hifi-
Oratory Made by Plain Men". His pur-
pose was to show that men who take
part in the great movements of his-
tory are not always prominent in
public life and do not get their
names into the chronicles of the his-
tory. In his paper he reviewed the
experiences of two Illinois pioneers,
Salinaan Hubbard and Horace
Flagg. Hubbard was a pioneer for
other of these Illinois citizens
who are the foundation of a well
grounded commonwealth. The
experiences of Flagg, a lawyer who
travelled with Lewis and Clark, are
interestingly told, and the speaker
realized that these men and others
like them were the real "Middle
Western civilization and prog-
assure our prices.

LILLEY UNIFORMS
Are standard for all our
colleges. They hold their
shape through
their excellent
work and
reasonable
prices. Our unusual
line and
services for
colleges are a
feat in
quality.

HAT CLADO
Separates Male Hair for Ladies

TOM MARSHALL, PROP.
119 E. College St.

Standard quality. There is no quick-
stand more than that

A. G. Sparkling & Bros.
1912 E. Chicago Ave.

BOOTS, SHOES, AND
REPAIRING CO.

BOSTON SHOE
REPAIRING CO.
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